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Essay Two Guidelines and Rubric:       Due Date: 15 Nov 2018 (At beginning of Class) 
 
Research Paper #2: Complete a 3-5-page paper on one of the following topic from 
Zacharias/Vitale. This paper will be due on 15 November before the beginning of class.  
 
This paper will be approximate eight fully developed paragraphs exploring one of the 
following five options.  

1. Christianity is a belief system grounded in freedom. 
2. Humanism and Scientism is a belief system with key components of faith. 
3. Tolerance and intolerance both influence the dialog about faith; position Christianity 

in this dialog. 
4. Compare and contrast the importance of morality for culture, for the Christian faith 

and for atheistic humanism. 
5. Demonstrate how the three most influential world-views two of life’s most important 

questions. 
 
The paper will utilize the Bible and Zacharias/Vitale. The essay will include a well-
developed Introduction and Conclusion. Each Body Paragraph (Para. 2-7) should include at 
least one quote or paraphrase from your sources. 
 

1. Intro Paragraph: Introduction. Introduce your topic, the sources you will use including 
author and title, and a guiding thesis statement. This thesis statement should include a 
brief statement of topic, and three directions, aspects, or points you will address, 
analyze and support with your sources. 

2. II. Body Paragraphs Two & Three: Explore the 1st  of  3 directions you will write 
about. Use a topic sentence at the first of each paragraph and concluding sentence. 

3. Body Paragraphs Four & Five: Explore the 2nd  of 3 directions you will write about. 
4. Body Paragraphs Six & Seven: Explore the 3rd  of 3 directions you will write about. 
5. Conclusion Paragraph: This is your “wrap up” paragraph in which you revisit your 

topic and tie your points together into a concluding persuasive paragraph. 
 
Please write in third person with academic voice and styling. Utilize the CCBC Style Guide 
for formatting questions, citations, title content, and footnotes. Submit your essay in MS 
Word to Harrell.richard.t@gmail.com.  
 



 


